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For over 250 years, Crudenâ€™s Complete Concordance has been a standard tool for serious study

of the Bible. This compact edition with its straightforward, uncluttered style offers the most accurate,

comprehensive, and readable rendering of Alexander Crudenâ€™s master work, letting readers

select from over 220,000 Scripture references to locate the exact words, topics, verses, and

passages they are looking for.
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"Cruden's Compact Concordance" is a must own for those seeking to be genuine scripture scholars.

It is small, user-friendly and easy to grab for quick word hunting. Just about all verses listing the

particular desired word are presented as well as footnoted related ones for probing a possible better

connection--extremely helpful if you are reading another Bible version. Most every day this book

lands in my hand as I often need a verse and can't remember where to find it.Spy glasses might be

necessitated for investigating the minuscule print, but this is the only drawback to this slim lining

assist.My favorite recommended books are those that get people into the holy, immutable and

inerrant Word. I also suggest the purchase of "Unger's Bible Dictionary" as an added

comprehensive studious guide.

I'm not crazy about this Concordance, either. But what can I expect? It's chock full of words in a

small volume, therefore, the lettering is small BUT it is DARK so it's much easier to read than



Nelson's Compact Concordance!! So, if you're looking for a Concordance that's possible to carry

around that you can actually read AVOID Nelson's and choose Cruden's. Just make sure you bring

your glasses if you need reading glasses!!! (By the way, this is good for the KJV which is the only

version I'd heartily recommend anyway.)

I bought a Cruden's Concordance years ago and use it all the time. It is the best I have found yet.

Then I decided to buy my friend and myself one to take to church with us so I ordered the compact

version. I really love it and any word you want to look up in the bible is in there. Really nice!

I should have realized that a concodance even close to complete, in the dimensions cited would

have to have very small and close type which my 63 year old eyes would struggle with. However,

with a magnifier, I hope to get as much use of it as I have its very worn predecessor, which is not so

compact or complete.

Hello,I bought this recently because I have held my parents' concordance hostage for the better part

of 10 years now. It is a wonderful tool for looking up passages in the bible that you know exist, you

just can't remember where they were. It almost works better than google. The downside? It's in King

James.(I hate King James. There are better translations out there now for the "modern tongue" such

as ESV or NASB. And if you're looking for one that does an even better job of being to the letter I

would recommend the original Greek, hebrew and Aramaic. Most people aren't into learning dead or

mostly dead languages though.)For them I recommend Cruden's compact Concordance; to be used

for quick reference, not necessarily for thorough study. If you're going to do a word study go grab

you a Vine's Expository Dictionary or Strong's Expanded Exhaustive Concordance, but be careful,

they're big books.

This little book is handy to have for travel or at convenient locations. I keep one at my desk at work.

The one I recently bought, I bought for a friend who owned no concordance. I have never been able

to not find what I was looking for with this book. It's not an exhaustive concordance, but it's good to

have as an extra (lightweight and easy to take to a Bible study), or to give as a gift, or for beginning

students of the word of God. The price is good for this handy reference book. I recommend it for the

intents that I mentioned above. For a deeper study of the word of God, I recommend Strong's

Exhaustive Concordance with the Hebrew and Greek dictionaries in the back of the book. God bless

and guide your study of His word.



This could be a great reference, but theprint is so poor - not just tiny - butas if photocopied too many

times &scrunched down to fit on the page. I would have welcomed this reference in a larger, more

readablepage-format. As it is, I feel it was a complete waste of money.

I would give this concordance 10 stars if possible!! I use it almost daily and it has not let me down

yet!! If I need to find a passage, I can count on it giving me the verse I'm searching for. I've had it for

years, and was hoping to find a Kindle version. No such luck...
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